Grimm first practice Answer key

Grimm: Change these IE forms into Germanic forms

*spreg-  spreken’
*swad-  ‘sweet, süß’
*kailo  ‘heil’
*mad-  ‘wet’
*mag-  ‘wet, fashion’
*porko  ‘Ferken’ (note the modern oddity!)
*del-  ‘to recount’
*bhad-  ‘good’ (cf. better)
*dhukter  ‘Tochter’
*leukt-  ‘Licht’
*nas-  ‘Nase’
*ghosti-  ‘Gast’

Grimm backwards: What would the blue consonants be in IE?

two  *dwo
thorp  *trb-
Gothic ḳah-  ‘to be silent’  *tak-  (see our word tacit from Lat.)
kennen  *gen-
star  *ster-